
Ron Pettifer shared a link. 
Admin ·  
24 October at 15:25 

Residents in Stamford Bridge Parish should be encouraged to take a look at the finances of 
their parish.  
The Parish has approximately 3500 residents, yet according to the most recent meeting 
minutes (available to see here: http://www.stamfordbridge-
pc.gov.uk/…/October%20Minutes%202…) their current account has a balance of 
£107691.95! On their annual return (year end March 2018) they show a precept of £50000 
and total outgoings of just £45938. This wouldn't be too bad (a PC needs to keep some 
money in reserve for emergencies and unexpected costs) but they had carried a balance 
forward of £64150! Also staff costs of £25972 are showing which is a hell of a lot for such a 
small council. They carried forward this financial year a figure of £70636! So "made" money 
over the year. They also show loan payments and a borrowing of £4284. Why is this not 
cleared with this surplus of money? I also assume they are set to receive more money from 
the extensive building currently being carried out in the Parish. If a Parish Council has a 
surplus of money of this size, it should be put back into the community from where it 
originally came! 
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Ron PettiferRon and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. The Good Councillor's Guide to Finance and 
Transparency (Government produced document with National Association of Local Councils) 
 
https://www.nalc.gov.uk/.../2468-the-good.../file 
 
States that 3-12 months of expenditure should typically be held in reserve-in this case that would be 
£11484 to £45938. (Total expenditure divided by 12 then multiplied up) But SB PC carried forward a 
whopping £64150 which works out at 16.75 months of expenditure! 
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Esther Rees Wowsers, I’m surprised nobody has brought this to attention earlier with it being in the 
last minutes!!!! It does seem awfully strange to hold such an amount, ‘profit’, have a questionable 
wage bill and also still hold debt????  
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Makes me wonder how much the residents are aware of this and how they haven’t been questioned 
about it? 
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Ron PettiferRon and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Hmmm-wages are 57% of total outgoings. 
What staff, aside from a clerk, does a Parish Council have? Or does SB PC have? Do they own 
buildings etc like PTC? 
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Esther Rees Mmmm must admit, many questions come to my mind with just viewing that one set of 
minutes, will take a look at historical ones when I get a moment.  
I do wonder how this hasn’t been questioned already??? I’ve seen PTC being questioned on this 
page about their finances and I appreciated that they could explain them, strange how much larger 
questions don’t seem to be asked of the surrounding parish councils? I would contact one of the 
WC’s if it was my parish and see if they can shed any light on it. 
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. I wonder if they have a handy man like 
Pock? I know they have he fantastic Stamford Bridge in bloom that does a lot of planting and 
maintenance around the village.. I don’t know if they have responsibility for any buildings though, I 
wonder who owns the village hall, although I’m 
Thinking that can’t be PC owned as they are one of the charities hoping for money at Tesco’s (you 
know those blue plastic coins?) to refurbish some part of it... 
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Ron PettiferRon and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Sarah Davies yes maybe. 
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Liz Haunch My mum was a very active member of Stamford Bridge in Bloom until she moved to 
Pocklington (I think she’s still involved, but her calendar is more packed since coming here, I’ve no 
idea what she’s up to half the time). She did an awful lot of raising money to support SBIB, 
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encouraging residents to “join” for £3 per year. As far as I know they don’t get money from the 
parish council. They’ve had projects like the wood by the railway club that may have had some 
funding, but I understand it has all been a waste as it hasn’t been maintained. The sports hall may be 
part of it, and there’s the Viking festival every year. 
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Liz Haunch SBIB do a brilliant job! They 
should approach the PC for a donation it helps make SB look amazing! 
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Liz Haunch Sarah Davies mum loved it, but feels she’s getting a bit too old for keeping up that pace 
now. She’s very keen on getting the planters on George Street looking good. She can see them from 
her new flat. 
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Liz Haunch I’m sure the Town Clerk would 
welcome the help, they usually have a small group of volunteers to help plant them from time to 
time 
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Dean Hodgson She can ask, by all means. 
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Liz Haunch I've tried to get her to join the group, but she isn't listed yet. She was telling me this 
morning that SBIB hasn't had much funding from the parish council at all, the wood was funded from 
Tesco, and the viking boat was made by the university students, so aside from the materials (she 
wasn't sure how that was funded) as far as we know they've not contributed to it. Obviously they 
maintain the sports hall, and the public loos.... 
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. That’s a missed opportunity for the PC Liz, 
such a good cause! Most PCs set aside funds for charitable donations, I know you can apply to PTC 
for grants every year, obviously not thousands of pounds but a few hundred here and there all helps 
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Liz Haunch not to sound big headed about my mum, but I know that she did an awful lot of fund 
raising, which exhausted her (all that collecting £3 from people) and she won't be doing it again, so 
they need to consider other avenues for funds. While the Viking boat looks nice now, they need to 
make sure it doesn't rot away, and will probably need a lot of maintenance. 
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Liz Haunch I bet it was! It takes a lot of time 
and effort to volunteer for things like that yet most just take it for granted that someone else will do 
it. I wonder if the current committee could put together a proposal for some support from the PC as 
well as all the other funding bodies put there? It certainly makes SB look far better than it did. I’m 

loving the poppies everywhere at the moment too ❤  
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Esther Rees Actually just noticed a ward councillor sent apologies for absence but another was 
present, so one at least is aware of the figures. 
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Jill Sinton Wow, that is a fair bit of cash that could be improving the lives of the residents in 
Stamford Bridge. Hopefully residents in that area will see your post Ron Pettifer and start talking an 
interest in what is happening to the cash. Well spotted, can you have a look at Pocklingtons if you 
get a minute to see how we could improve? 
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Ron PettiferRon and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Actually looked at Pock's in comparison and 
you carried forward less than the recommended amount of 3 months of expenditure but still a 
significant sum. Let me work it out again.... 
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Ron PettiferRon and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. So 3 months would be £163000 I think and 
PTC carried over £101000. Which may be a reflection of unexpected spending during the year but I 
also imagine the Arts Centre complicates things somewhat so it probably isn't as straight forward. I 
don't know-I'm no expert! But SB shouldn't have that amount of money in reserves as the role of the 
PC isn't to hoard people's precept! I'm sure there are plenty of local voluntary groups in SB that 
could do with a donation?! 
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Jill Sinton Think I will attend on 12 Nov just to see how their meetings run. 
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Esther Rees I know you said you’ve had a look at pocks for comparison, did you see what the other 

pc’s in the area are like? (I’ll have a look myself but just wondered if you already had  ) 
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Jill Sinton Esther Rees - it would be interesting to see how we compare - although there are some 
differences in what we all do, Maybe look at Wilberfoss and Market Weighton, 
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Alison Dunbar Pocklington Post 
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Esther Rees They may just copy and paste the post     
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Ah but unlike most stuff they've been 
sharing recently it would be local news.... However I feel this would need a good investigative 
reporter....... 
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Esther Rees Sarah Davies nah just make yourself a blog and ask them to copy and paste it? Don’t 
worry about facts or investigations 
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Maybe when I'm not so busy! 
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Esther Rees Sarah Davies crack on, I’ll pay your expenses, I already pay others   
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Sara Dace-Hughes Sarah Davies if you set it up properly and host other people's adverts you can 
share every post on here, we will all blindly follow the links to your site, you will get tons of traffic 

and make a fortune   
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Sarah DaviesSarah and 3 others manage the membership, moderators, settings and posts for 
POCKLINGTON AREA LOCAL POLITICS-the people's page. Sara Dace-Hughes now you are talking! 
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Sara Dace-Hughes Sarah Davies well it works for a few round here...   
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